<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME QIb MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME QIb MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Orion_CTO says:
::in runabout::

CE_Siwiak says:
::On the bridge, hunched over his engineering console in a sleepy state with his eyes closed::

SO_Shahn says:
::Sitting on a rock next to May's sleeping body::

XO_Kyle says:
::going over damage reports::

SO_Shahn says:
::Gets up and starts to walk::

OPSHelman says:
::at wrecked quarters::

CTO_Soren says:
::sitting on a rock, sharpening Bat'Leh::

CNS_Chars says:
::making practice thrusts with thonged bat'telh.::

CNS_Chars says:
::Into the air. <G>::

SO_Shahn says:
::Takes a fruit basket he left on the ground and starts to bring it to the QIb::

SO_Shahn says:
::Humming a relaxing tune, trying to remember the words::

CE_Siwiak says:
::moves his head around, snoring a little bit::

OPSHelman says:
*XO* Did you take the CO out of SB

Host CO_Snow says:
:::Standing out side looking at the crashed QIb.....rubbing sore spot on head:::::

XO_Kyle says:
*OPS* Any luck on the comm array?

Host USS_Salk says:
::Sputters:: I.K.S. QIb: IKS QIb we are aproaching now

CNS_Chars says:
::sees CO, not too far off::

XO_Kyle says:
*OPS* Yes she's outside

CNS_Chars says:
CO: Captain?

SO_Shahn says:
::Sees ship, about fifty meters away::

Host CO_Snow says:
:::looks at CNS::: CNS: Yes?

CNS_Chars says:
::thrusts into the air in a short arc::

SO_Shahn says:
::Walks and leaves the basket with an MO::

FCO_Halcy says:
::comes out of bushes, arms full of fruit::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: I trust you're feeling better? ::smile::

OPSHelman says:
COMM *Salk* this is Qlb we read you

SO_Shahn says:
::Or a nurse or something::

Host USS_Salk says:
#*COM* All ships: ::weak transmission ::  This is the Salk we are under attack by the KoA . Please assist over

OPSHelman says:
*XO*I just talked to them

Host CO_Snow says:
CNS: Much better. Thank you.

CE_Siwiak says:
::lifts head up after hearing comm, hits head on console::

CTO_Soren says:
::inspecting his work on the Bat'Leh, thrust the Bat'leh through a tree trunk, and watches as the tree falls down::

XO_Kyle says:
*OPS* Nicely done Mr. Helman...

CNS_Chars says:
::nods::

CE_Siwiak says:
Himself:  Ouch, that hurt...

SO_Shahn says:
::Rubbing eyes::

OPSHelman says:
*Salk*by whom????????

THE NIGHT SKY IS EMBLAZONED BY AN ERRIE LIGHT SHOW

CE_Siwiak says:
::looks around to see how long he slept::

OPSHelman says:
*CO* The Salk is under attack

CNS_Chars says:
CO: Er... When I found you in the medical facility... You seemed disturbed... Dreaming?

FCO_Halcy says:
::looks up::

XO_Kyle says:
::looks up at sky...runs to Helman's position::

SO_Shahn says:
::Sees Charles and the Captain, decides not to disturb them::

CE_Siwiak says:
::attempts to use sensors on the Salk::

THE SALK EXPLODES WITH A DAZLING FIREWORKS DISPLAY

Host CO_Snow says:
:::looks at CNS confused......and then up at the night sky::::

OPSHelman says:
*CO* The Salk are under attck do you read me

CNS_Chars says:
::looks up::

CE_Siwiak says:
::looks out window and is greeted by a flash of light::

CTO_Soren says:
::notices the lights, and begins to move twards the Qib::

XO_Kyle says:
::blinks as bright light distorts her vision::

CNS_Chars says:
Self: ...

Host CO_Snow says:
*OPS*: Yes I read you.

OPSHelman says:
*Salk* this is the Qlb can you read me?

SO_Shahn says:
*OPS/CMO/CTO": Do any of you need a hand? I'm sick of picking fruits.

XO_Kyle says:
OPS: What happened?

CNS_Chars says:
::jaw clenches:: ::seeing a ship explode always disturbs him::

CE_Siwiak says:
Computer:  Status on impulse coolant refill?

OPSHelman says:
::After not getting a reply Helman relises that the Salk is destroyed::

Host CO_Snow says:
:::kick at a rock knowing there is nothing she can do to help::::

CNS_Chars says:
::runs to XO/OPS::

FCO_Halcy says:
::turns her vision away from the light show, dumps the fruit in a little pile the other foragers have made::

OPSHelman says:
XO : The Salk was just destroyed in battle::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: I'm sorry, sir. I just need to find out what's occurred.

CNS_Chars says:
::hears the Ops::

CNS_Chars says:
OPS: By whom?

SO_Shahn says:
::Sees the explosion::

XO_Kyle says:
OPS: Did they say who attacked them?

CTO_Soren says:
*SO* Do we have enough food for the entire crew ?

SO_Shahn says:
::Throws arms into the air and kicks a rock::

OPSHelman says:
*CO*  The Salk was destroyed

OPSHelman says:
XO :No

SUDDENLY MORE FIREWORKS ERRUPT IN THE NIGHT SY

CE_Siwiak says:
::runs a check on the impulse drive::

CTO_Soren says:
::climbs twards an airlock and enters the bridge::

CNS_Chars says:
::looking up:: XO/OPS: What is that....?

SO_Shahn says:
*CTO*: With the combined efforts of Halcyon, the counselor and myself, we can support the crew for a while.

Host CO_Snow says:
:::walks to OPS and waits for a report::

XO_Kyle says:
::grits teeth in frustration...thinks: we were so close!::

Computer says:
CEO: Refill of Primary coolant is at 75%

CE_Siwiak says:
::starts to use left over power production to refill batteries::

SO_Shahn says:
"CTO": But it look like we'll need to support the crew for longer, now...

CTO_Soren says:
*SO* Very well, regroup at the Qib.

XO_Kyle says:
CO: Captain...the Salk was destroyed...::looks down::

OPSHelman says:
*CEO*Can the communication probe scan for what ships are out there bt their communication signal?

SO_Shahn says:
"CTO": Where will I find you?

CNS_Chars says:
XO/OPS: Can anyone identify those other burts of light....?

SO_Shahn says:
::Walks towards the QIb again::

Regin_XO says:
#::aboard Orion, takes a runabout to continue searching for QIb as Orion leaves the area::

CTO_Soren says:
*SO* The bridge.

CE_Siwiak says:
*CO, XO*:  Sirs, impulse coolant levels up to 75%.

Orion_CTO says:
#::in the runabout::

SO_Shahn says:
::Goes towards the bridge deck by deck::

CE_Siwiak says:
::appears to be the only one on the bridge::

XO_Kyle says:
*CEO* Understood Mr. Siwiak...nice job.

OPSHelman says:
CO : The salk informed me that they are on their way and then that they are under attack there is no reply from them anymore

Host CO_Snow says:
XO: Understood. :::walks away quickly not wanting them to see her face:::

SO_Shahn says:
::Arrives on the bridge:: CTO: Sir.

CE_Siwiak says:
*XO*: I'll keep you informed...

OPSHelman says:
*CEO*Can the communication probe scan for what ships are out there bt their communication signal?

CNS_Chars says:
::sees the CO being evasive::

CTO_Soren says:
SO: We need to find out what happened to the salk.

Host CO_Snow says:
:::over her shoulder:: OPS: Thank you Mr. Helman.

XO_Kyle says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.

Orion_CTO says:
#XO: I am detecting the Qlb sir

A EXPLOSION LIGHTS UP THE SKY AS A BOP IS MADE HISTORY

CNS_Chars says:
::follows CO::

FCO_Halcy says:
*CEO* Need some assistance?

SO_Shahn says:
CTO: Do we have sensors back?

CE_Siwiak says:
*OPS*:  Zog and I had other probes up there, link them together for a wider range!

CNS_Chars says:
::eyes her back, curious::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: Captain...?

CTO_Soren says:
SO: That's the tricky part, no.

XO_Kyle says:
::looks up and wonders who's been destroyed now::

CE_Siwiak says:
*FCO*:  Can you check the impulse engines, make sure that there is no mud gunking them up.

MORoss says:
#::in the runabout tapping the foot.  God I hope that they are alright::

SO_Shahn says:
CTO: Well.. I don't know what I can do from here... can we launch probes?

CTO_Soren says:
*CEO* I need those sensors back online, MR. Siwiak.

THAT IS SOON FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER BRIGHTER EXPLOSION AS A ROMMULAN WARBID DIES

CE_Siwiak says:
::rerouting as much power to sensors as possible::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: Captain.

OPSHelman says:
::Uses probe to try and discover what ships comm devices are up there::

FCO_Halcy says:
*CEO*: Alright

CTO_Soren says:
::scanning orbit::

CNS_Chars says:
::directly behind her::

BRate_TO says:
#::stretches his long Klingon frame and smacks his forehead ridge on the ceiling of the runabout, mutters something in Klingon and sits back down at the weapons console on the runabout conducting scans of the are, looking for the QIb::

CMO_Starr says:
#XO:  do we have a good idea where they are at?

Host CO_Snow says:
:::looks up at another explosion.....hands in thight little fists.......almost bumps into the CNS:: CNS: Sorry did you say something?

CE_Siwiak says:
::scans the sky with partial sensors::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: Sir... Are you all right?

FCO_Halcy says:
::climbs over to the impulse engines::

CNS_Chars says:
::looks down at her, concerned::

SO_Shahn says:
::Sits at Panel, see's the lights blinking::

Regin_XO says:
#Starr: I'm not sure yet

BRate_TO says:
#CMO: Interrupts, Doctor, so far I have been unable spot them on sensors ........

Host CO_Snow says:
CNS: I am fine.

Orion_CTO says:
#XO: Yes its the Qlb sir

BRate_TO says:
#::attempts to realign the runabouts sensors for a tighter scanning field to no avail::

CE_Siwiak says:
::walks over to TAC station::

CMO_Starr says:
#TO:  thanks.

CNS_Chars says:
::holds her hand, balled up in a fist:: CO: You don't feel fine...

XO_Kyle says:
::walks up behind Soren:: CTO: Any ideas who's up there?

CE_Siwiak says:
::looks at console with shame as weapons are still offline::

OPSHelman says:
CO : The USS Orion is up there

MORoss says:
#Regin:  There can't be much out there.

CNS_Chars says:
::smile::

CE_Siwiak says:
::starts the long climb down to the impulse engines::

Orion_CTO says:
#XO: Should I attempt to make contact sir?

CE_Siwiak says:
::arrives in impulse control::

Regin_XO says:
#CTO: Hail them

FCO_Halcy says:
::frowns at the muck on the impulse engines::

CE_Siwiak says:
FCO:  How do they look?

OPSHelman says:
COM*Orion* This is Qlb can you read me?

Host CO_Snow says:
OPS: The Orion?

Orion_CTO says:
#*Runabout to QIb* Do you read me?

OPSHelman says:
CO : You know my old ship the USS Orion

BRate_TO says:
#::glances at the CTO wondering how he was able to find something when his own sensors could not::

MORoss says:
#::a weight has lifted, there OK::

XO_Kyle says:
::looks around at mention of Orion::

OPSHelman says:
*Orion* We can read you

Host CO_Snow says:
:::walks back over to him:: OPS: Yes I know who she is....just surprised to see her here.

Orion_CTO says:
#XO: We got them

CE_Siwiak says:
::starts to un-gunk the impulse drive, several crew members help::

CNS_Chars says:
::the name Orion brings him back to attention::

FCO_Halcy says:
CEO: Not good.  The mud has been slipping into them for hours

SO_Shahn says:
CTO: Even if we had sensors, I couldn't scan through the nebula...

XO_Kyle says:
::glad to hear friendly voices::

OPSHelman says:
CO : Well it is an orion communication system up there might be a runabout or a shuttle

Orion_CTO says:
#XO: You can talk to them sir

FCO_Halcy says:
::clears out the mud::

BRate_TO says:
#::sees the XO shake his head at the CTO:: CTO: Perhaps you should handle the com

SO_Shahn says:
::Stares at his panel... Darn thing...::

CE_Siwiak says:
::watches as Halcy and other crew clean out mud, moves away and walks to main engineering::

OPSHelman says:
*Orion* Status report

Orion_CTO says:
#TO: Ok

CE_Siwiak says:
::walks into engineering, looks at the life less core::

CNS_Chars says:
::looks at the Captain as she ignores his question about what has happened to her.::

Orion_CTO says:
#*OPS*: There are headed to Trill.  How are you guys down there?

Host CO_Snow says:
OPS: Apprise them of our situation ::and thinks.....as if they already don't know:::::

SO_Shahn says:
::Trying to use the panel's buttons... inoperable...

CE_Siwiak says:
*CMO*:  Sickbay is up and running with power again!

OPSHelman says:
*Orion the ship has crashed we need help here ASAP

CMO_Chris says:
*CE* thanke you, finaly!

XO_Kyle says:
CO: Sir if you don't mind .....I'd like to help with engine repairs...

OPSHelman says:
*Orion* Who am I talking to?

Orion_CTO says:
#*OPS*: We are coming to down there

Host CO_Snow says:
XO: As you wish.

FCO_Halcy says:
::hand hits something hard in the mud::

Orion_CTO says:
#*OPS*: You are talking to the CTO of the Orion

CTO_Soren says:
::leaves bridge, and get's outside::

SO_Shahn says:
::Gets up and paces the bridge::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: I'd like to accompany the commander... My abilities are useless in this situation save for my engineering experience.

XO_Kyle says:
CO: Thank you sir.  ::head for Siwiak's position::

CE_Siwiak says:
::reads over status reports.  Gets a team to go start patching hull breechs::

FCO_Halcy says:
::clears away the mud to reveal the surface of a large crystal::

OPSHelman says:
*Orion* your name. I was the Orion CSO

CTO_Soren says:
::notices the captain:: CO: nice to see back on your feet, Captain.

Host CO_Snow says:
CNS: Your help would be greatly appreciated. Go.

SO_Shahn says:
::Walks to Ops::

CE_Siwiak says:
::stares at the warp core in pity::

CNS_Chars says:
::nods::

XO_Kyle says:
::sees the CEO reading reports:: CEO: Siwiak...can you use some help? ::smiles::

Orion_CTO says:
#*OPS*: As I said before, The Orion is headed for Trill.  I am Ens Mark Thomas

Host CO_Snow says:
CTO: Thank you.

CNS_Chars says:
::follows XO out::

CE_Siwiak says:
::thinks, Kyle, doing work?::

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  Sure, just a sec... sir.

CNS_Chars says:
::fins Halcyon::

OPSHelman says:
*Orion CTO* Where were you posetd?

CNS_Chars says:
finds, even

CTO_Soren says:
CO: Captain, so what do you think, the Qib will manage to get off this mess on her own ?

FCO_Halcy says:
*CEO*: You better come and take a look at this....

CNS_Chars says:
FCO: What is it...?

CNS_Chars says:
::gets closer::

CMO_Starr says:
#OPSHelman:  This is CMO Michaela Starr. the Orion is currently heading for trill for an emergency

Orion_CTO says:
#*OPS*: I used to be The TO of the Orion, remember Oded?

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  There are several hull breeches in the forward part of the ship, you could go supervise the patch up...

FCO_Halcy says:
::lifts it out of the mud::

XO_Kyle says:
::looks around at all the mess::

CE_Siwiak says:
::hits badge::  FCO:  What is it Ensign?

CMO_Chris says:
*MO* you have sick bay

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  If you will excuse me sir.  ::runs to engines::

CMO_Chris says:
<the sickbay :)>

CE_Siwiak says:
::gets up to halcy::

XO_Kyle says:
CEO: Will do ...and keep the CO and myself apprised of any problems.  ::turns and walks off::

BRate_TO says:
#::frowns to himself and hunches over his console wondering when they are going to do something::

CE_Siwiak says:
FCO:  Let me see..

FCO_Halcy says:
CEO: Dilithium ::hands the thing to him::

OPSHelman says:
*CTO*Yeah I remember you now you'll have to forgive me with the crash here and evrything is Starr up there with you?

Host CO_Snow says:
::she shakes her head:: CTO: It's possible.

CE_Siwiak says:
FCO:  In the engines?

Orion_CTO says:
#*OPS*: Yes she is

CMO_Starr says:
#OPSHelman:  Yes I'm here

FCO_Halcy says:
CEO: Yes...

XO_Kyle says:
::walks to hull and helps with repairs::

CNS_Chars says:
::looks from FCO to CEO::

SO_Shahn says:
::Listens in on the comm::

CTO_Soren says:
CO: Sir, with all due respect, are you sure you are OK ?

CE_Siwiak says:
::grabs the dilitium, runs a scan to make sure it is real::

CE_Siwiak says:
FCO:  Good work ensign, see what you can do with the gunk.

CTO_Soren says:
*CMO* What is the status on the injured ?

Orion_CTO says:
#ALL: This is going to be a bumpy ride  ::enters atmosphere in the runabout::

CE_Siwiak says:
::picks up crystal and heads back to engineering::

OPSHelman says:
*Orion Crew* I'll want to talk to you all when you'll come doan I never got a report on what exactly happened to Jotgas

Host CO_Snow says:
CTO: Yes, I am fine ::::she looks directly at his fuzzy form and feels light headed but trys to remain stable:::

MORoss says:
#::takes her set and hold on ::

FCO_Halcy says:
::shakes head, continues to clear out mud from engines::

CMO_Starr says:
#CTO:  When isn't  ::laughing and grabbing her seat::

XO_Kyle says:
::looks up as she hears a noise above her::

THE SHUTTLE IS BUFFETED BY STRONG ATMOSPHERIC WINDS

CE_Siwiak says:
::arrives in engineering, wipes mud off the crystals::

OPSHelman says:
CO : The Orion runabout or shuttle is coming down

Orion_CTO says:
#*OPS*: Ok Oded Thomas out ::closes comm::

XO_Kyle says:
::scans area for CO::

CMO_Starr says:
*OPSHelman*:  We'll discuss it when we see each other

OPSHelman says:
*Orion crew* Helman out

FCO_Halcy says:
::notices the CNS standing there:: CNS:  You could lend me a hand, you know.

CTO_Soren says:
::notices unstable posture of the Captain::*CMO* Report to me, I am just outside of the Qib.

XO_Kyle says:
::smiles as a shuttle comes into view...walks quickly to CO::

Orion_CTO says:
#::tries to choose a good landing spot::

Host CO_Snow says:
OPS: Good. Thank you.

MORoss says:
#::man I glad I didn't try to fly through this::

CNS_Chars says:
FCO: What are you doing...?

CE_Siwiak says:
::looks at dilitium fram housing::

CNS_Chars says:
::a little confused::

XO_Kyle says:
::sees CTO practically holding up the CO and frowns:: CTO: Soren...is she ok?

OPSHelman says:
*CMO* No report to the Orion shuttle landing site they just might be needing of some hslp

Host CO_Snow says:
::sits and rubbs sweaty palms on her pant legs::

BRate_TO says:
#::cringes as he watches the QIb loom large in front of them ..... wondering where the heck the CTO is planning on parking the runabout ...... waits for the crash of metal against metal::

SO_Shahn says:
OPS: So they're coming here?

CTO_Soren says:
::turns to the K'tyla:: XO: I believe, not.

CE_Siwiak says:
::pulls out a tractor drill and starts the task of shaping the crystals::

CTO_Soren says:
*CMO* Report to me, Ensign.

Orion_CTO says:
#::finds a landing spot::

CE_Siwiak says:
::has an experianced engineer come and help::

XO_Kyle says:
CO:Captain? :;looks worriedly at Soren then back at CO::

FCO_Halcy says:
CNS: Scrubbing the engines clean, what does it look like?

OPSHelman says:
*CTO* What do you need him for?

CTO_Soren says:
*OPS* THe Captain is not feeling well.

OPSHelman says:
::walks to CO and CTO::

CNS_Chars says:
FCO: Apologies... But I must go...

OPSHelman says:
CO : Are you ok?

Orion_CTO says:
#::lands right behind the Qlb::

CTO_Soren says:
*CMO* The Captain is need of medical assistance, please report.

CNS_Chars says:
::walks away from the engines as he's seen the situation with the CO::

OPSHelman says:
CO : Look the Orion shuttle is here

Host CO_Snow says:
:::vision clears again and she looks sharply at XO:::: XO: I thought you were helping with repairs.

CNS_Chars says:
::begins running::

Orion_CTO says:
#ALL: Everyone out!

FCO_Halcy says:
::shrugs, pushes the last of the mud out of the engines::

Orion_CTO says:
#::opens door::

CNS_Chars says:
::feels it is his fault, as he should've supervised her!::

CE_Siwiak says:
::taps commbadge:: FCO:  How is it coming?

FCO_Halcy says:
*CEO*: They're clean

XO_Kyle says:
CO: Yes...with hull breaches...but that's taken care of...now about you....

OPSHelman says:
::Goes to Shuttle craft::

BRate_TO says:
#::stands absolutely amazed to still be in one piece and smacks his forehead ridge on the roof of the runabout again, cringing he steps out of the runabout::

CNS_Chars says:
::arrives at CO's position::

MORoss says:
#::grabs her stuff and walks out the open door::  OH MY GOD

Orion_CTO says:
OPS: Hello Oded

CNS_Chars says:
XO: What's happened to her?

Host CO_Snow says:
:::nods to OPS and begins to walk in thier direction:::

CTO_Soren says:
XO: Looks like she's better now..........

OPSHelman says:
O_CTO : Well hello Mark

XO_Kyle says:
CNS: I'm not sure...::looks worried::

CE_Siwiak says:
*FCO*:  Good job!  Run a test on the engines and report back to me.  ::smiles::

BRate_TO says:
::nods to Regin as he follows the rest of them out of the runabout::

XO_Kyle says:
CTO: Yes...maybe...

CNS_Chars says:
XO: We can't let her walk off like that... She might be suffering a relapse....

Orion_CTO says:
::looks at the QIb:: What the hell happened

OPSHelman says:
O_CTO : It looks like the ride was too much for Starr

CE_Siwiak says:
::wonders how long the crystals will take::

CTO_Soren says:
CNS: Good point ::looks around:: but for some reason the CMO isn't listening to my orders.

XO_Kyle says:
::raises eyebrow at CNS:: CNS: I see you've never tried to tell the CO what she should do as opposed to what she wants to do?  ::smiles::

BRate_TO says:
::looks at the QIb and grimaces further, not a fitting predicament for a Imperial Klingon Ship::

OPSHelman says:
O_CTO : We were attacked by some Klingons and Romulans

CNS_Chars says:
CTO/XO: I'll see to her... ::nods::

Regin_XO says:
Ops: Where's your Captain?

CNS_Chars says:
CTO/XO: I've some form of medical background.

Orion_CTO says:
OPS: KoA Right?

CTO_Soren says:
CNS: Very well.

XO_Kyle says:
CNS: Very well Mr. Guthrie.

CE_Siwiak says:
*XO*:  Sir, I have a new job for you... if you have time, sir.

OPSHelman says:
Regin_XO : Who are you?

Orion_CTO says:
::walks with the XO::

BRate_TO says:
::looks around at the rest of his party thoroughly confused about there purpose here::

Host CO_Snow says:
::::ignoring the others around her...she arrives at the runabout:::

CNS_Chars says:
::nods and follows the CO::

XO_Kyle says:
*CEO* Yes Mr. Siwiak?

MORoss says:
::trun to Regin:: Sir I better report for duty ::drops her everything but a med kit::

CTO_Soren says:
::notices landed runabout, and walks twards it::

OPSHelman says:
O_CTO : Yes

CE_Siwiak says:
*XO*:  Can you meet me in engineerin?

BRate_TO says:
::stops, standing next to Regin as Captain Snow walks up::

Regin_XO says:
OPS: I'm XO of the Orion.  We were sent to find your ship

CNS_Chars says:
CO: Captain...

FCO_Halcy says:
::goes over to console, tests the engines::

CTO_Soren says:
MORoss: Good day, as I understand you are our new MO...

XO_Kyle says:
*CEO* Certainly...on my way...::walks toward ENG::

CE_Siwiak says:
::leaves the engineer to shaping the crystals::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: I think it's in your best interest if you'd come with me to sickbay...

OPSHelman says:
O_XO : Ohh I was the CSO there before you came abord

THE ENGINES WARM UP QUICKLY TO OPERATING TEMPERATURE

Regin_XO says:
CO: Sir, I'm Cmdr Regin, of the USS Orion

CE_Siwiak says:
::walks over to Kyle as she enters room::

SO_Shahn says:
::Goes outside::

XO_Kyle says:
::walks over to Rob::

Computer says:
CEO: WARNING CRYSTAL MATRICES NEED ALIGNMENT

BRate_TO says:
::stands proud next to Regin as the XO mentions there ship::

MORoss says:
CTOSoren: Yes Sir I need to find that Captain.

CE_Siwiak says:
::walks back to techniican::

OPSHelman says:
O_CTO : Lets have a talk mark

Host CO_Snow says:
Regin: Nice of you to come. I am CO Snow :::continues to ignore the CNS::::

XO_Kyle says:
CEO: What can I do to help?  ::smiles::

Orion_CTO says:
OPS: Ok ::follows Oded::

Regin_XO says:
O_CTO: We don't have time for that, Ensign

CTO_Soren says:
MO: She is back thre, ::points at the gathered party::, I believe she is in need of medical assistance, see what you can do.

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  See if you can use the tractor beams to repel the mud so we can launch later.  Heat it up so that it hardens afterwards.

MORoss says:
CTO: Thank you on my way.

OPSHelman says:
O_XO : This is a talk about the dead you will make the time

BRate_TO says:
::stares from Captain Snow to the Counselor wondering if Snow would like him to remove the Counselor from her presence::

CNS_Chars says:
CO: Captain,,, You should be seen by a medic.

Orion_CTO says:
XO: Ok sir

CTO_Soren says:
::whispers to MO:: MO: And you can ORDER her to rest, too....

IN THE DISTANCE A LITTLE BLUE FIGURE CAN BE SEEN RUNNING

CE_Siwiak says:
::attempts to align crystals::

XO_Kyle says:
CEO: Understood...::activates tractor beams::

CTO_Soren says:
::notices figure::

Regin_XO says:
CO: We were sent to find you.  Unfortunately, the Orion had to leave the system.  Is there any way that we can help you?

MORoss says:
::walks over to were the CO:: CTO: I know.

CE_Siwiak says:
::fits them in the right position::

CTO_Soren says:
::pulls out phaser::

Host CO_Snow says:
::::vision blurs again:::

CE_Siwiak says:
Computer:  Crystal alignment?

SO_Shahn says:
::Goes back on board::

Orion_CTO says:
::pulls out phaser::

OPSHelman says:
O_CTO : WHat exactly happened to Jorgas?

BRate_TO says:
::notes the glassy appearance of the Captain's eyes and remains at Regin's side::

CNS_Chars says:
::sees her pupils expand suddenly::

XO_Kyle says:
::watches as mud is repelled::

MORoss says:
CO:  Sir, I am Ens Johanna Ross MD reporting for duty sir.

CTO_Soren says:
FIGURE: Identify yourself.

Computer says:
CEO: Alignment within parameters

CE_Siwiak says:
::claps hands::

Orion_CTO says:
::walks over to CTO_Soren::

OPSHelman says:
MO : Please hypo the captain to sleep

CTO_Soren says:
::notices the orion CTO::

Host CO_Snow says:
Regin: If you would consult with my CEO in the matter of assistance you can lend us please.

CNS_Chars says:
OPS: That is not an option.

OPSHelman says:
*XO*Please report to me

XO_Kyle says:
::watches Siwiak with a smile::

Host CO_Snow says:
MO Ross: Nice to finally meet you. Welcome

SO_Shahn says:
*CEO*: Do you need an extra set of hands up there?

Orion_CTO says:
CTO: Hello

BRate_TO says:
::scratches at an itch on his forehead ridge as he waits for Regin to do as Snow requests::

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  Here we go, cross your fingers.

CNS_Chars says:
::sees Jo aside the CO::

CTO_Soren says:
FIGURE: IDENTIFY YOURSELF

XO_Kyle says:
::crosses fingers::

CE_Siwiak says:
*SO*:  Hold on, starting up the core.

Regin_XO says:
CO: I would be happy to, sir

Orion_CTO says:
::sets phaser to stun::

OPSHelman says:
*XO*Please report to the Captain and to me

CTO_Soren says:
::fires a burst into air::

MORoss says:
COSnow:  And your sir.  Now may I take a look at you please.

SO_Shahn says:
::Makes his way to ENG::

CE_Siwiak says:
::starts the start up system, begins antimatter/matter pump us::

THE WARP CORE BEGINS ITS NORMAL BEATING RYTHM

Host CO_Snow says:
Regin: Thank you.

CE_Siwiak says:
::smiles with joy::

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  We have power!

SO_Shahn says:
::Arrives and sees the core::

XO_Kyle says:
*OPS* In a bit Mr Helman....::smiles at Rob:: CEO: Yes we do...nicely done.

FCO_Halcy says:
::monitors the status of the engines::

Host CO_Snow says:
MO: Me? I am fine are there not others that need attention?

CE_Siwiak says:
*CO*:  Sir, warp is back online!

BRate_TO says:
::grimaces as he sees the glossy appearance leave Snow's eyes again, and hopes the warrior within her is strong::

FIGURE says:
::ignores the CTO and disappears ::

SO_Shahn says:
::Smiles::

OPSHelman says:
*XO*Now this is importent

CTO_Soren says:
::begins to run after the figure::

MORoss says:
::open her med kit and takes out her tricorder:: CO: With all respect no you are not Sir.

CE_Siwiak says:
::starts to turn on all systems::

SO_Shahn says:
CEO: Wow... congradulations!

XO_Kyle says:
CEO: Excuse me now Mr. Siwiak...I believe I'm needed with the CO.

Orion_CTO says:
::thinks: what the heck?::

CNS_Chars says:
MO: I can't reason with her....

BRate_TO says:
::Follows Regin knowing Regin's safety is his responsibility::

Regin_XO says:
CO: Looks like we're not needed, after all

CE_Siwiak says:
::waves to XO::

XO_Kyle says:
::smiles and turns away::

CE_Siwiak says:
SO:  Thankx

CNS_Chars says:
MO: She ignores me.

CTO_Soren says:
O_CTO: Come with ME !

Orion_CTO says:
::follows::

MORoss says:
Cns: I can reason with anyone.

CTO_Soren says:
::continues to run after the figure::

CE_Siwiak says:
::watches console for other systems (weapons, life support) come back on::

A ROOT ALL BUT JUMPS UP TO TRIP THE CTO IN HIS HEADLONG PURSUIT

OPSHelman says:
MO : Wait here please

Host CO_Snow says:
:::sighs and stands as the MO plays with her tricorder::: MO: I assure you I am just fine.

SO_Shahn says:
CEO: ... So what's it like? Making life, I mean. Or saving it.

XO_Kyle says:
::walks over to CO's position...sees two TAC guys running off...::

CNS_Chars says:
::sees the CTO fall::

MORoss says:
::takes out the hypospray and hold it neck::

Orion_CTO says:
::jumps over root::

SO_Shahn says:
CEO: Without you, it could have taken days. That must feel pretty good...

CTO_Soren says:
::get's up and fires at the root::

CNS_Chars says:
::squints in the distance::

CE_Siwiak says:
SO:  I don't know... I don't know  ::smiles::

MORoss says:
CO: I haven't finished yet so

THE CTO THEN TRIPS IN THE HOLE BEHIND THE ROOT

CNS_Chars says:
::wandres towards the CTO::

Orion_CTO says:
::continues running and fires a stun shot at the figure::

MORoss says:
::hypo's that CO ::

CE_Siwiak says:
Computer:  Report on shipwide functions?  Inculding transporters?

CNS_Chars says:
::notices the CTO has left view completely::

Host CO_Snow says:
::: irritated she begins to walk off::::

OPSHelman says:
XO : I want you to order the MO to hypo the CO to sleep

SO_Shahn says:
::Grins::

CNS_Chars says:
*CTO*: What's happened?

CNS_Chars says:
::runs towards the root::

CTO_Soren says:
::heavily get's up from the hole::

XO_Kyle says:
CNS:How's the CO? ::looks around at new faces::

CTO_Soren says:
*CNS* Unclear, I believe we have a situation here.

CNS_Chars says:
*XO*: She refused to speak to me. I am with Lt. Soren.

MORoss says:
CO:  Now can we do this again take a set Sir.  You are not OK.

OPSHelman says:
MO : Give me a Hypo

CNS_Chars says:
::looks down at the hole::

Orion_CTO says:
::fires again::

A DIMENSIONAL DOOR OPENS IN FRONT OF THE COUNSELOR

CNS_Chars says:
::taken aback::

XO_Kyle says:
MO: You must be our new MO? ::smiles:: How's our un-cooperative CO?

CTO_Soren says:
::Stands in front of the Door::

OPSHelman says:
::Takes Hypo from MO::

BRate_TO says:
::yawns vaguely as he waits for the Orion crew to do something::

MORoss says:
OPS: I will do this now, back off

CTO_Soren says:
*XO* I believe you need to see this.

CNS_Chars says:
::The door stands between him and the CTO::

OPSHelman says:
::Goes to CO and injects Hypo to her causing her to faint::

XO_Kyle says:
::excuses herself and heads for CTO::

CTO_Soren says:
::runs a tricorder sweep on the dimensional door::

Regin_XO says:
O_TO: Go help Ens Thomas

Host CO_Snow says:
MO: Don't be redicu........:::she sinks slowly to the ground and darkness starts to overtake her vision::::

CE_Siwiak says:
::runs a sensor scan on the opening::

SO_Shahn says:
Jim: Yeah, kill him!

CTO_Soren says:
CNS: Your thoughts ?

Orion_CTO says:
::fires again::

XO_Kyle says:
::looks at CTO:: CTO: What in the Fek'lar is this??

Regin_XO says:
::follows XO::

XO_Kyle says:
::studies door again::

CTO_Soren says:
XO: unclear.

CNS_Chars says:
CTO: It appears to be...

MORoss says:
CO:  I want you to look at me, and .... ::catches the Capt.::

CTO_Soren says:
::runs the tricorder again, over the door:::

CE_Siwiak says:
::grabs a phaser and tricorder and heads outside::

OPSHelman says:
::Runs to CTO::

CE_Siwiak says:
::arrives next to the XO and CNS::

CNS_Chars says:
CTO: What do your scans show, sir?

BRate_TO says:
::follows Regin with his phaser drawn now::

OPSHelman says:
CTO : What is going on here?

Host CO_Snow says:
:::trying to focus on the MO........must remain conscious::::

THE DOOR REVEALS MANY STRANGE SHAPES TO THOSE WHO LOOK INSIDE ITS WALLS

CNS_Chars says:
CEO/XO: It simply appeared before me...

FCO_Halcy says:
::picks up a disturbance on teh engineering sensors::

OPSHelman says:
*MO* Hypo her to sleep already

CNS_Chars says:
::steps forward towards it::

CE_Siwiak says:
::uses ship's sensors to run a scan on it::

Orion_CTO says:
::aims and fires another shot and hit the figure::

XO_Kyle says:
::sudden understanding...:: ALL: Is anyone else here telepathic besides the CO?

MORoss says:
::pick the hypo up again and gives it another go::

Orion_CTO says:
*CTO*: I stuned the figure

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  Somewhat...

CTO_Soren says:
XO: I believe Siwiak is, partly, no ?

A RABBIT APPEARS WERING A TOP HAT AND LOOKING AT A WATCH

CNS_Chars says:
XO: Only the CEO per my understanding.

XO_Kyle says:
CTO: Yes!

OPSHelman says:
*O_CTO* What figure?

Host CO_Snow says:
:::shakes head vigorsly......her voice a whisper:: MO: No drugs......

CTO_Soren says:
::aims at the rabbit::

CNS_Chars says:
::raises his eyebrows::

CNS_Chars says:
CTO: Wait!

CNS_Chars says:
CTO: Don't fire...

Host USS_Salk says:
THE RABBIT IS REPLACED BY A DRAGON

CE_Siwiak says:
::starts to think hard inside his head::

XO_Kyle says:
*CEO* Have you been experiencing any strange sensations?

MORoss says:
CO: Sleep, Sir you need the rest ::smiles at the CO::

CE_Siwiak says:
::tries to feel CO's feelings::

FCO_Halcy says:
*People at door* Are you alright?  I'm getting irregular readings near your area.

CE_Siwiak says:
XO:  Not yet sir...

CNS_Chars says:
::staring at the dragon::

XO_Kyle says:
::stares at Dragon in awe::

BRate_TO says:
::picks at a tooth that has been bothering him lately as he looks over the activites of the Orion Crew::

CTO_Soren says:
CNS: Can you make sense out of this ?

CNS_Chars says:
Self: Amazing...

THE DOOR SHIFTS PLACES BY A HUNDERD YARDS

CE_Siwiak says:
~~Thinks happy thoughts~~

CNS_Chars says:
CTO: No.... It-s-...

CNS_Chars says:
::sees it move::

Orion_CTO says:
*OPS*: Didn't you see that blue figure running around here

CNS_Chars says:
::follows it, sprinting::

XO_Kyle says:
::startled by door movement::

CE_Siwiak says:
::walks towards the CO::

CNS_Chars says:
CTO: We shouldn't lose sight of it!

CTO_Soren says:
::moves twards the door::

CE_Siwiak says:
CO:  Sir, are you controling this somehow?

MORoss says:
Ops: Don't just stand there help we move the CO into ready room

OPSHelman says:
*O_CTO* No

CE_Siwiak says:
OPS:  Hold on a sec

Host CO_Snow says:
MO: My crew needs me......:::sees Siwiak::::

CNS_Chars says:
CTO: Do you have an extra phaser?

CE_Siwiak says:
::looks into CO's eyes::  Are you doing this, can you feel this?

OPSHelman says:
::Picks CO up in a fireman carry::

CTO_Soren says:
XO: I vote to terminate the dimensional door.

MORoss says:
CO: I will have to put my foot down her Sir.  No not this time you need rest, and that is an order.

CE_Siwiak says:
OPS:  Just a second Helman!

CNS_Chars says:
XO: I vote for an impromptu away mission...

XO_Kyle says:
CTO: Soren...we don't know if that's what's affecting the CO.

THE DOOR MOVES ONCE AGAIN AND THEN SEEMS TO WINK OUT

CTO_Soren says:
::pulls out a small phaser from his bely and passes it to the CNS::

CNS_Chars says:
::takes the phaser as the door shifts and dies::

XO_Kyle says:
CTO: We can't destroy it just yet...::trails off as door winks out::

CE_Siwiak says:
::chases after Helman::

CNS_Chars says:
Self: Wonderful....

OPSHelman says:
::Walks into the Qlb puts the CO on a couch in the RR::

BRate_TO says:
::follows the door with his eyes, beginning to note a pattern::

CE_Siwiak says:
::runs after them and arrives in RR::

OPSHelman says:
MO : Now treat her please

Host CO_Snow says:
Siwiak: Me? :::her view rotates and she feels faint again.....no she is being carried.......smacks whoever it is in the back!!:::::

OPSHelman says:
*XO* What about those stones?

FCO_Halcy says:
::gets worried::

XO_Kyle says:
CNS: Those stones you told me about earlier....perhaps they bear further investigation.

CE_Siwiak says:
OPS:  Just a second Mr. Helman!  Hold your horses!

CTO_Soren says:
::scans the erea for any additional creatures::

BRate_TO says:
::feesl somone smack him on the back and turns just in time to catch Captain Snow::

CNS_Chars says:
XO: The ruins?

XO_Kyle says:
*OPS* On it Mr. Helman.

MORoss says:
OPS: If you haven't been paying attantion that is what I have been doing now get out

BRate_TO says:
::picks up the Captain somehwat surprised an embarased hefting her in his arms::

CNS_Chars says:
XO: I-... Yes! Of course...

CE_Siwiak says:
CO:  Do you feel any connection with what is going on?

CTO_Soren says:
::looks at the CNS::

XO_Kyle says:
CNS: Yes.....you said they appeared to be from a previous civilization?

CNS_Chars says:
XO: They're this way...

BRate_TO says:
MO: What should I do with this?  ::he indicates the Captain he is holding in his arms::

OPSHelman says:
*XO*Wait for me

CE_Siwiak says:
::Runs a scan on the Captain::

CNS_Chars says:
XO: They were not natural...

Regin_XO says:
::realizes that the QIb crew has everything together::

CNS_Chars says:
::starts to work through the foliage...:

OPSHelman says:
::Runs out picks up a phaser and tricorder and goes to XO::

XO_Kyle says:
CTO/*OPS*: Join us.

OPSHelman says:
XO : Hello K'tyla

CNS_Chars says:
XO: They were in this direction... ::where the door winked out::

Host CO_Snow says:
Siwiak: It's somewthing ::speach is slurry::::

MORoss says:
CO: Put her down over here thank you.

CTO_Soren says:
::walks after the CNS::

BRate_TO says:
::holds Captain Snow up while the CEO runs a scan on her, looking down he notes the glassy eyes once again ..... and the injuries of a warrior after a great battle::

CE_Siwiak says:
CO:  If this place disturbs you, we are almost ready to get out.  What do you feel?

XO_Kyle says:
::follows Charles::

Regin_XO says:
XO: Since it appears you have no need of us, I'll gather my crew, and rendezvous with Orion.

OPSHelman says:
XO : Ready to go?

CNS_Chars says:
::holding his bat'telh and holsters the phaser::

CE_Siwiak says:
~~Tries to feel what is in her mind~~

BRate_TO says:
::looks at the CEO:: Siwiak:: Do you not see, I am holding the Captain in my arms.  I am afraid she will not be answering you.

Regin_XO says:
::gets Orion crew, and heads back to runabout::

OPSHelman says:
::walks after XO::

CNS_Chars says:
::After a few wet spots, the valley/clearing is revealed.::

XO_Kyle says:
O-XO: My apologies...:;watches as he walks off::

CE_Siwiak says:
TO:  Can you please set her down for now?

CNS_Chars says:
::The ruins are in a corner::

OPSHelman says:
::Scanning::

BRate_TO says:
::glances at the MO for some kind of help:: MO: Perhaps we should ge the Captain to sickbay .......

OPSHelman says:
*Orion Crew* Goodbye Orion thatnks for the help

Host CO_Snow says:
Siwiak: I am usuuure....:::feels him try to touch her mind::::

CE_Siwiak says:
::sticks a hypo to the CO's neck to relax her mind::

XO_Kyle says:
::looks at valley...it's beautiful...::

CNS_Chars says:
XO: Impressive, isn't it?

Regin_XO says:
::realizes B'Rate isn't with them::

OPSHelman says:
XO : Where are those rocks?

CE_Siwiak says:
::not used to this mind stuff::

BRate_TO says:
::looks down into his arms and sees the Captain stir ..... wonders if he should set her down::  Regin: Commander ...........

CTO_Soren says:
::pulls out his Bat'Leh and swings it around it's axis::

CNS_Chars says:
XO: Primo camping site, in my opinion. ::smiles::

MORoss says:
TO: Sick bay, fine that will do I just need to get her out of the way and get her to rest.

OPSHelman says:
*CEO* How is the CO?

CE_Siwiak says:
*OPS*:  Give me a sec...

CTO_Soren says:
XO: Strange, very strrange.

MORoss says:
TO: Show me the way.

XO_Kyle says:
CNS: Very impressive...OPS: Just below..

BRate_TO says:
::begins walking to the hatch to the QIb muttering about the stupid medicall officers on this ship ..... not worhty of a Klingon ship::

A RAY OF LIGHT STRIKES THE STONES IN THE VALLEY

Host CO_Snow says:
:::feels hypo......not sure where it came from...looks crossly at MO though::::

BRate_TO says:
::looks at Ross:: MO: Are you not a member of this crew?

OPSHelman says:
::Scans Stones::

CE_Siwiak says:
CO:  Captain...  Please, let me help you!  Show me what you see, what you fell!

CNS_Chars says:
::brings a hand to his face as his pupils dilate heavily::

XO_Kyle says:
::opens eyes wide as light hits stones::

CE_Siwiak says:
<feel>

Regin_XO says:
::goes to B'Rate::  B'Rate: Do you need help carrying the Captain?

BRate_TO says:
::hefts the Captain like a sack of potatoes as he passes through the hatch back into the QIb glaring at the CEO::

MORoss says:
TO: Yes I just got here so don't give me any lip I have just about enough.

OPSHelman says:
XO : There is a power source underneath the Stones

CTO_Soren says:
::heads twards the light::

CNS_Chars says:
OPS: Power...?

CE_Siwiak says:
::chases after that TO person::

BRate_TO says:
::sees Regin coming up behind him and gives him a angry stare:: Regin: NO ......... sir.  I would like to no what to do with her.

CNS_Chars says:
::walks to the stones::

Host CO_Snow says:
:::begins to open her mind to Siwiak.....then passes out::::

CE_Siwiak says:
TO:  Just set her down in SB, now!

XO_Kyle says:
OPS: What type...is it of known origin?

BRate_TO says:
::feels the CO slump again into is arms and frowns as he steps into a TL::

CNS_Chars says:
::feels the rocky ruin::

FCO_Halcy says:
::gets more power surges::

Regin_XO says:
B'Rate: Take her to sickbay.  Then report back to the runaobut.

CE_Siwiak says:
::follows the TO::

OPSHelman says:
::Scans for Power sources kind and Origin::

BRate_TO says:
::mutters to the TL as he adjusts his load slightly:: TL: Sickbay ........

MORoss says:
CO:  How you feel Sir.

CE_Siwiak says:
::enters SB, pulls over a bed for the CO::

CNS_Chars says:
::feels around for a touchplate or something.... A mechanism maybe?::

BRate_TO says:
::looks at the CEO and MO as they enter the lift and notes it is gettign crowded::

CNS_Chars says:
::kneels and continues scanning it with his eyes, pressing tentatively in areas::

CTO_Soren says:
::pokes the shield with his bat'leh::

XO_Kyle says:
::crouches down to touch stones::

CE_Siwiak says:
MO:  What can you do to revie her?

OPSHelman says:
XO : Tricorder doesn't say sir

BRate_TO says:
::enters sickbay and sets the Captain down on the bio bed that the CEO indicates::

XO_Kyle says:
OPS: Acknowledged...::grimaces in frustration::

Host CO_Snow says:
::::thinks she hears the MO's voice as if through water.....but cannot reply:::

BRate_TO says:
::stands over the prone form of Captain Snow as the MO swarms over her ....... feels ...... something odd, an urge to protect herLL

MORoss says:
CE_Siwiak:  she will be find

CNS_Chars says:
::Eagerly searching for a mechanism, still::

CE_Siwiak says:
MO:  I need her to speak with me!

CNS_Chars says:
::Starting to believe the effort may be futile::

CNS_Chars says:
XO: I'm trying to see if there might be some kind of manual release... built-in...

CTO_Soren says:
XO: Maybe we can transport on of these stones to the Qib.

MORoss says:
CE: Can't you talk to the XO

BRate_TO says:
::glares at the CEO hotly:: Siwiak: I am sure whatever you need to speak to her about can wait till she is awake.  ::takes a step forward::

XO_Kyle says:
::stones feel warm ...or is that imagination::

XO_Kyle says:
CTO: Do we have enough power to do that?

CNS_Chars says:
XO: I don't think it's such a good idea, sir...

CE_Siwiak says:
MO:  Can you give her something to let her speak, or at least let her think?

BRate_TO says:
::crosses his powerful Klingon arms stepping between the Captain's bio-bed and the CEO::

MORoss says:
CEO: the Capt. is not going to be in a fit state for much more than sleep for the next few hour

OPSHelman says:
::Fire Phaser underneath the stones::

CNS_Chars says:
::begins banging on the stone::

XO_Kyle says:
CNS: Yes but ...::trails off in dismay::

BRate_TO says:
Siwiak: I suggest you take up your issues with the Executive Officer, sir ........

MORoss says:
CEO:  I just put her out.

Regin_XO says:
*B'Rate*: Please report to the runabout.  We need to get back to Orion

THE PHASER FIRE IS REFLECTED BACK FULL FORCE TOWARDS HELMAN

CNS_Chars says:
::jumps slightly as the phaser fire almost hits him::

BRate_TO says:
::hears the Com come in and glances down at the CO ...... for a moment:: *Regin*: Aye Commander ........

CTO_Soren says:
::notices Helman fall down::

XO_Kyle says:
::rolls to the left as phaser fire is reflected::

CNS_Chars says:
::sees the phaser blow back towards the Operations officer::

OPSHelman says:
::ducks::

BRate_TO says:
::waits to escort Siwiak out of sickbay::

CTO_Soren says:
*QIB* Emergency Transport, One to the SB.

CE_Siwiak says:
TO:  Back away mister...

FCO_Halcy says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged

BRate_TO says:
::growls softly::

CE_Siwiak says:
*XO*:  Please tell the MO to revive the CO!

XO_Kyle says:
*CEO* She's out? What's the problem?

THE PHASER FIRE WAS REFLECTED AT AN UPWARD ANGLE LEAVING HELMAN WITH A BAD SET OF BURNS TO THE SCALP

Host CO_Snow says:
:::drreaming she is being held by a large cat that is purring very loudly:::::::

CE_Siwiak says:
*XO*:  The MO knocked her out...

CNS_Chars says:
::looks back at ops with no compassion...::

OPSHelman says:
::screams::

XO_Kyle says:
*MO* Dr. Ross...why have you incapacitated the CO?

CE_Siwiak says:
TO:  Please return to your shuttle, everything is fine...

OPSHelman says:
::thinks : damn that hurts::

BRate_TO says:
::turns on a heel knowing that his Commander is waiting, and desperately not wanting to leave Captain Snow anywhere in the vicinity of CEO Siwiak ..... but not having a choice, moves out of sickbay::

BRate_TO says:
::heads for the nearest TL and heads out of the ship::

CNS_Chars says:
::returns to try to trigger some SAFE form of access::

OPSHelman says:
::Scans Stones to see if there was a change::

CE_Siwiak says:
TO:  You are a fine officer, but I must do what I can...

XO_Kyle says:
::looks at OPS....he looks ok...minor injury::

Regin_XO says:
::seeing that all crew is aboard, signals QIb that runabout is leaving, to meet Orion::

MORoss says:
::this place in nuts::

BRate_TO says:
::steps through the hatch again and out of the QIb heading for the runabout::

CNS_Chars says:
::sees the bald OPS bleeding::

CE_Siwiak says:
MO:  Could you please wake her.  Please doctor...

CE_Siwiak says:
*TO*:  Sorry we had to meet this way...

MORoss says:
CEO:  Look what is it, I will try but she has that much stuff in her now it could take some time.

BRate_TO says:
::stops next to Regin deciding he is not nearly as good looking a person to protect as Snow:: Regin: Reporting as ordered, Commander.

CE_Siwiak says:
MO:  Please do it...

XO_Kyle says:
*MO* Please revive the CO!

Regin_XO says:
::runabout takes off::

CNS_Chars says:
::looks down, saddened that the CO refused to speak with him::


<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause QIB Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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